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 606 JORDAN CURVE THEOREM FOR PIECEWISE SMOOTH CURVES [June-July

 the complement of r to ? by a polygonal arc which does not cross o. Let I consist

 of all other points in the complement of P. Evidently E is connected, since any

 two of its points can be joined in E to ?, and hence to each other. In order to
 show that I is connected, we observe that ainy point zCI can be joined in the
 complement of r to r by a polygonal arc C2 which necessarily crosses a. Since

 EnlI= 0, it follows that C02 must emerge from cr on the opposite side from which
 it approached o-. Otherwise, by drawing a line parallel to o-, we could show that

 zEE. By similar reasoning, it can be shown that if wCI, then C,, approaches
 a from the same side as C2. Hence z can be joined to w by an arc which does not

 cross P. It follows that I is connected. However, it is not immediately evident
 that it is nonempty. This possibility is excluded by showing that two points on
 opposite sides of o- have different indices with respect to P, and hence are in
 different components.

 The objective of this paper is accomplished if we can show that the preceding
 argument remains valid with straight line segments replaced by simple smooth
 arcs. A moment of reflection shows that the only property of a straight line
 which was used is that it is not intersected by a line parallel to it. In Lemma 1,
 it is shown that to each simple smooth arc r there can be associated a system of

 "parallel" (not necessarily simple) arcs which do not intersect it. Lemma 2 is
 devoted to proving that any point sufficiently close to an interior point of P lies
 on at least one of these parallel arcs. It then follows immediately from Lemmas
 1 and 2 that any two points of the complement r which are sufficiently close to
 r and on "the same side" of P can be joined by an arc not crossing r. Lemma 3
 provides the step needed to draw the same conclusion concerning points on
 "opposite sides" of P. Lemma 4 provides the tool ileeded to deduce the Jordan
 Arc Theorem for arcs consisting of n+1 smootlh arcs from its truth for those
 having n smooth arcs.

 2. Definitions and notation. An arc is said to be smooth if it has a C' para-
 metrization. A piecewise smooth arc is one which is obtained by joining end to
 end a finite number of smooth arcs. If an arc C is parametrized byz=4(t),
 a<t!b, and SC[a, b], we shall denote by C{S} the image of S tinder (.At

 other times, if z, PeC, we shall use C[z, f] to denote a portion of C joining z
 to ?. By C' we mean the complement of the arc C with respect to the plane.

 3. Preliminaries. We begin by introducing, for each smooth arc C, a class of

 arcs C, which plays the roll of the lines parallel to a given segment. These arcs
 will be used to connect points close to C by an arc which does not intersect C.

 LEMMA 1. Let C: z = (t), 0 <t <L, be a simple smooth arc parametrized by
 arc-length. Define, for each real E, C, to be that arc parametrized by z =1 6(t) --(t)
 +if 1'(t), I 0 t?< L. There exists a d > 0 such that C,C = 0 when o < I EI < d.

 Proof. We begin by showing that portions of C and Cf, corresponding to suffi-
 ciently small neighborhoods of the parametric interval [0, L], are disjoint. Let
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 t, rE [0, L]. We then have, after some manipulation,

 rt
 be~(/) -@1 = (t -rT + iE)v'(I) + [V (s) - V(t)]ds.

 By uniform continuity, there exists a > 0 such that I V(s) -'(t)I <1/2 if
 Is-tJ <8. Hence, if it-r7 < 3, we have

 I 'E(t) -I(r) I > I t+- d +ii(t) - E t-r /2.
 Now | V'(t) =-1 since t represents arc-length. Consequently

 (1) be?6(t) J ?(1) if I t-rI < 8 and e 0.
 We next prove that for e sufficiently small, each point on C has a neighbor-

 hood which is disjoint from C,. To this end we choose points 0 =to<t< < . .
 < tn= L such that I tk-tklI < 5/4. It is then a consequence of (1) that

 (2) C{ I t - tk I 6/4} n Cf {I It - tkI | 5 /2} = 0.
 The point sets C{ I t-tk ? 3<5/4 } and C{ I t-tk | >?3/2 } are disj oint and compact
 since C is simple and the continuous image of a compact set is compact. Hence
 they have a positive distance dk. The fact that the portions of C and Ce, cor-
 responding to the set Jt - tk I ? a/2, have a distance at most | e| then shows that

 (3) Ce{ | t-tk I _/2} n C C t -tk I 5/4} =0 if I I < dk.

 By combining (2) and (3) it is easily seen that C It-tk ?8/4}CnC =0 if
 IE <dk. It follows that CnCC=0 if cj| <d=min {dk}. This completes the
 proof.

 We next use a standard variational argument to show that any point suffi-
 ciently close to an interior point of C lies on one of the arcs C,.

 LEMMA 2. Let C and Ce be as defined in Lemma 1. If z C is closer to C thian
 it is to either end point of C, then there exists a to E (0, L) and an Eo f 0 such that
 z ='(to) +iEoV'(to), that is z CC0.

 Proof. Since z is closer to C than it is to 4(0) or4(L), there exists a to (0, L)

 such that |z-K1(to)1 =dist{z, C}. Using the definition of distance and the
 identity z -b (t) = z -4 (to) +cJ'(to) (t - to) + o (t - to), we have

 Z Z 12 < I Z -_ (t) 12= I Z - 4(to) 12 + 2 Re[z- 1(to)] '(t - t0)

 + o(t - to).

 It follows from the fact that t-to can be either positive or negative that
 2 Re[z-db(to)]4'(to)=0. But this is equivalent to z-'1(to)=ieoI'(to) for some
 real E0oO. This completes the proof.

 The previous two lemmas allow us to say that two points zC Ce and EC,
 are on the same or opposite sides of C according to whether e and X have the
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 same or opposite signs. Note that we have not excluded the possibility of a
 point being on both sides of C. Fortunately, this is not important for our purpose.
 Once the Jordan Curve Theorem has been proved, it is an easy exercise to show

 that if zC Ce, 0 < E l <d, then z is only on one side of C.
 The previous two lemmas will be used to show that any two points suffi-

 ciently close to and on the same side of C can be joined by an arc in C'. In order
 to prove the same result for points on opposite sides of C we shall need another
 lemma.

 LEMMA 3. Let C be as in Lemma 1. There exists a d > 0 such that the 'half neigh-

 borhood' z =b(L) +E '(L)ei?, 0 <e <d, -7r/2 <* <w7r/2, is disjoint from C.

 Proof. There exists a 8 such that 1 V'(s) -'(L) I < 1/2 if I s-LI < 8. We have
 L

 @I(L) + EV1(L)eiD - 'I(t) _ [V/(s) - 43(L)]ds + V'(L)[(L-t) + t eiG].

 It follows from the triangle inequality and the fact that IV(L)I =1 that the
 right side of the above equality is greater in absolute value than

 IL - t + EeiOI - (L - t)/2

 if L-t<8. The above expression is easily seen to be positive for e>0 and
 -7r/2 _0?<7r/2. Hence the 'half neighborhood' is disjoint from C{L-6 <t<L}.
 Let d be the distance from 1(L) to C{0_t<L-8}. If 0<e<d, then the 'half
 neighborhood' is disjoint from C. This completes the proof.

 LEMMA 4. Let C be as in Lemma 1, A a compact set and z, v two Points of
 (CYA)', each of which is closer to an interior point of C than it is to A or to an end-
 point of C. If (i) CnA =4?(0) or (ii) CnA =b(0)Ucb(L) and z, D are on the same
 side of C, then z can be joined to v by an arc in (AU C)'.

 Proof. Let z1 = (t1) and i ==1(ri) be points on C which minimize the respec-
 tive distances from z and v to C. The segments [z, zi I and [D, P1] then intersect
 C only at the points z1 and P respectively. As a consequence of Lemma 2, we
 have z =4(t1) +iEoV'(ti) and r =(r1) +i?7io'(r1) where Eo and tlo are nonzero. It
 follows that z and D can be connected in (A UC)' to points z2 = 4(tl) +iE'E(ti) and
 ;2 =1(r1) +i74'(ri) for all small e, 7 which have the same signs as Eo and ?o.
 Assume that X = ? and that |E l is less than the 8 of Lemma 1 and the d of
 Lemma 3. If case (i) holds we suppose that ti<ri. The arc C[t(t1), 4 (L)] is dis-
 joint from A and hence has a positive distance 8 from it. Let I El be less than 8
 and the d's of Lemmas 1 and 3. If -=E then, by Lemma 1, the arc C, {t? <t ri }
 serves to join Z2 and ?2 in (CUA)'. If v = - e we may join z2 and ?2 to the points
 4(L)+iEc?'(L) and ??(L) -iE4'(L) by the arcs C, {tl< t?t?L} and C-, {rI P <L}.
 It then follows from Lemma 3 that these two points can be joined by an arc in
 (CYJA)'. The proof of (ii) is similar and will be omitted.

 4. The Jordan Arc Theorem. Once one has proved either the Jordan Curve
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 Theorem or its companion the Jordan Arc Theorem, the proof of the other one
 is relatively simple. Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 are now used to give a simple proof of

 the Jordan Arc Theorem for our special class of curves.

 THEOREM 1. The complement of a simple piecewise smooth arc C is an open

 connected set having C as its boundary.

 Proof. It follows from the fact that C is compact that C' is open and that the
 boundary of C' is contained in C. Lemma 1 shows that each smooth point of C
 is a boundary point of C'. Since the boundary of any set is closed, the "corner
 points" of C are also in the boundary of C'.

 It remains to show that C' is connected. We proceed by induction on the
 number of smooth segments of C to show that C' is arcwise connected. Suippose
 then that C is a simple smooth arc. If z, (EC' we may join them by a smooth
 arc r which does not pass through either end point of C. If r does intersect C
 we may, because of the continuity of the parametrization of r, join z and r

 in C' to points z1 and P, which are arbitrarily close to interior points of C.
 By Lemma 4, z1 can be connected to P, by an arc in C'. Thus any two points in C'
 can be connected by an arc in C'. Hence C' is arcwise connected.

 Suppose now that Theorem 1 is true for arcs having n smooth segments. If

 C,+, has n?1 smooth segments, let Cn denote the first n segments and C the
 last. If z, PCC,,+, then by our induction hypothesis, z and r can be joined by
 an arc r in C,,,. We may assume that F does not pass through an end point of C,
 since removing a point from an open connected set does not disconnect it. We

 may then join z and P in C+1 to points zi and t, which are arbitrarily close to
 interior points of C. It follows from Lemma 4, with A = C,, that z1 can be con-

 nected to P, by an arc in C+1. This completes the proof.

 5. The Jordan Curve Theorem. We are now in a position to state and prove
 the main theorem of this note.

 THEOREM 2. The complement of a simple closed piecewise smooth curve C conz-
 sists of two components, E and I, each having C as its boundary. Moreover, the
 index of C is equal to zero in E and, if C is oriented properly, is equal to one in I.

 Proof. We first show that C' consists of at most two components. Since C is
 compact, there exists a point P which lies outside of a disk containing C in its
 interior. Let E denote the set of points which can be joined to r by an arc in C'.
 E is clearly connected since any two of its points can be connected to r by an arc
 in E. Let 1= C'-E. If I50, let r be the simple piecewise smooth arc obtained
 by removing an open smooth segment 'y from C. By Theorem 1, any point z1 C-I
 can be joined to r by an arc P21cr'. This curve necessarily crosses y for other-
 wise z would be in E. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we now choose points z',

 arbitrarily close to interior points of y such that r,1[z1, ziI ] and rJ1[r', d] are in
 C'. We claim that z' and D' are on opposite sides of 'y for otherwise by Lemma 4
 z could be joined to r by an arc in C'. Let z2 be another point in I and let z2 play
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 the role analogous to z1'. The point z2' must be on the same side of T as zf for
 otherwise Z2 could be connected to v by an arc in C'. Since z' and z? are on the
 same side of 'y, it follows from Lemma 4 that z1 and Z2 can be connected by an
 arc in C'. Hence I is connected.

 We next consider the difference between the index of C at two points on
 opposite sides of a smooth portion of C. If zo =d(to) is such a point, it follows
 from Lemma 1 that, as long as e retains its sign, zs =4(to) +i4(to) is in the same
 component of C'. It follows that

 A = n(C, zo + ievY(to)) - n(C, zo - ievP(to))

 is constant for all small E>0. By using the continuity of 4' at to, it is easily
 shown that

 1 1 2ic

 43(t) ieoib' (ta) 4(t) - zo + iev?(to) = (I - to)2 2+ E2

 where given an q> 0 there exists a 8>0 such that

 < [(t-to)2 + E2]

 if /t-toI <8. If C denotes the portion of C corresponding to It-toj >8, we
 then have

 2?ri \z - zo -ieI' (to) z - zo + iE'V(to)j
 I oto4+5 2ic\

 2+ iiJto3(t - t0)2 + E2 + / dt-
 The first integral tends to zero as ?->0 since its integrand is continuous at E =0.
 In the second integral we substitute t -to= cs and then let E-*0. We then obtain

 1A-11 <X.

 But since A is an integer we must have A = 1. It follows that C' has at least two
 components. But we already know that C' has at most two components; hence
 I is not empty. The above argument also shows that each smooth point of C
 is a boundary point of both E and I. That the 'corners' are boundary points
 follows from the fact that the boundary is a closed set. Since in E (the un-
 bounded component of C') the index of C is zero, it follows that in I it is + 1.
 Hence by reorienting if necessary, we can arrange that it is 1. This completes
 the proof.
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